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FITZHENRY WHITESIDE, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Named CBC s Greatest Canadian of all! Tommy recalled in the 1950s, I came to believe
that health services ought not to have a price-tag on them, and that people should be able to get
whatever health services they required irrespective of their individual capacity to pay. He was
talking about what would become known as Medicare. Douglas was hospitalized at the age of 10
due to a bone infection he encountered four years earlier. After several operations - none of which
were successful - and without the money to pay for a specialist, the doctors recommended that his
leg be amputated. That s when fate intervened. A famous Winnipeg orthopedic doctor met Tommy
in the hospital ward one day and proposed to operate on Douglas for free, taking on the case as a
teaching project for his students. The surgery saved his leg, quite possibly his life, and would be the
beginning of his inspiration for universal medical care. Tommy Douglas was a Baptist preacher
who organized his church as a relief centre for the poor in the hungry 1930s and rose to become a...
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Reviews
It becomes an incredible ebook which i have at any time go through. It normally fails to charge excessive. Your daily life period will be enhance the instant
you full reading this article book.
-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I
The book is simple in read safer to comprehend. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. You wont truly feel monotony at
anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you request me).
-- B r a nnon K och
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